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Abstract
Ismailia Museum is the regional museum in the city of Ismailia in Egypt. It was the first regional museum in Egypt, the museum was built by engineers working for the International Maritime Company (now the Suez Canal Authority) in 1911 AD \(^1\). It takes the form of a temple pylon and displays a variety of unique antiques discovered in the Suez Canal and Sinai region, in addition to a collection of artifacts from the different eras of Egypt's history, beginning with the Pharaonic era until the era of Muhammad Ali Pasha\(^2\). The study aims to shed the light on the collections of the regional museums all over Egypt and the importance of these museums in spreading the magnificent history and culture and studying one of the tools of smoking tobacco that was widely used in the ottoman empire from the seventeenth century AD to the beginning of the nineteenth century AD and its various materials of manufacturing and different decorations.
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Introduction
The collection of the museum comprises twelve pieces of ottoman tobacco pipes in a very good condition, showing a great example of such utility of smoking, and its various materials of manufacturing and decoration during the times of the ottoman empire. Tobacco cultivation first appeared in South America around the fifth century BC. The plant belongs to the Solanaceae family, the most well-known members of which, nicotinia rustica and nicotania tabacum, were named by Jean Nicot, the French ambassador to Portugal in the second half of the sixteenth century\(^3\).

the first evidence of tobacco in the Ottoman court was in Istanbul goes back to 1576.\(^4\) That is around 100 years after its arrival in Europe, according to the Arab author Al-Ichakke, tobacco was introduced by English sailors in Istanbul, Turkey, and the Levant about 1599 AD, or by Portuguese in Egypt in 1606 AD.\(^5\) Tobacco was not a product for the common people at the time, but rather for the rich elite due to its high cost.\(^6\) Its intake was initially medical, as a painkiller or for healing burns and bites, and its juice was employed as an antidote for poisons or an abortifacient.\(^7\) since the herb was supposed to help people stay awake and heal different aches. It rapidly became an addiction.\(^8\)
Plate 1: ottoman elite smoking tobacco pipes dates to the end of the eighteenth century in Istanbul.

The Ottoman clay tobacco pipes

Ottoman tobacco pipes “Al-Šhūbūk” (“çubuk” in Turkish), a portable smoking device, that was widely spread in the ottoman era, it consists of three parts, a small clay or stone bowl (a head) in which they put the tobacco, a long wooden stalk of four or five feet and a mouthpiece.
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Figure 1: The structure of a tobacco pipe of the “Oriental type” (A)

Plate 2: The structure of a tobacco pipe of the “Oriental type” (B)

The head or bowl was often constructed of burned clay or smooth stone, wood, metal, or pyrolytic graphite. It was formed first in a mould, then ornamented. The pipe's stalk or shank was made of reed, cherrywood, jasmine wood, orange, lemon, or olive wood. Dense-grained wood is preferred for pipe chambers while the cheap types were made of
bamboo, sometimes inlaid with silver wires and had a silk cover with a tassel, this shows that the processing of the tobacco pipe always commensurate with the social status of its owner;\(^1\) These stalks were used to filter smoke and to cool the tobacco before it reached the mouth, considering that filtering it does not reduce the danger of tobacco. The mouthpiece frequently had a many-part structure and could be made of various materials: bone, amber, coral, or gilded enamel,\(^2\) they usually used to put it on a small plate to keep the area clean from tobacco.\(^3\)

**Figure 2:** The morphology of a clay tobacco pipe of the “Oriental” type and the shape of manufacturing pipes.\(^4\)

The affluents who smoke usually moved with a special servant for this purpose, they carry more than one tobacco pipe and a packet for tobacco, they also stuff the pipe with tobacco, fire it, and clean it, their profession was known as “Al-Šūbūkī”.\(^5\)

**Prohibition of tobacco and smoking in the Ottoman empire**

Tobacco was not mentioned in the Qur'an as it was unknown during the Prophet's lifetime.\(^6\) As a result, a debate concerning its prohibition erupted across the Ottoman empire.\(^7\) The main issue in the arguments was “whether or not tobacco smoking harmful to the individual and his or her surroundings.” Islamic scholars interpreted board guidelines given in the Qur'an or hadith to support their arguments either with or against its usage.\(^8\)

Smoking tobacco was not easy or accepted for the Mid Easterners. Due to Islamic fatwas issued by many Ottoman officials like Sultan Ahmet I (ruled 1603-1617 AD), and subsequently by Mecca's religious officials, who believed that people smoked too much and did not concentrate sufficiently on their jobs or religious rituals, the outlawing of tobacco lasted for two decades.\(^9\) Sultan Murad IV (ruled 1623-1640 AD) outlawed its production once more.\(^10\) In 1646 AD, Sultan Ibrahim issued a new order formally authorizing its use, as it brought a large prophet to the treasury of the country.\(^11\)

The last sericeous of anti-smoking campaign was carried out in the late 18th century early-19th century by the Wahhabi religious movement, they outlawed smoking and then collected pipes and publicly burned them, shortly thereafter smoking became very popular, and consequently, the empire officially encouraged the cultivation and production of tobacco products, considering them a viable commodity and an important source of national income.\(^12\)
Our Case study:
The collection of ottoman tobacco clay pipes in Ismailia Museum which is the main subject of this paper consists of twelve pieces all made of pottery, they differ in the details of their shapes, sizes, and decorations, I will classify them due to the color of pottery used in mounding as the follows:

Dark gray clay tobacco pipes
First pipe, Plate 3

Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone ware clay, moulded
Dimensions: 7 cm L, 3.5 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2278

Description: Fine clay tobacco pipe, dark-gray ware, a well-preserved example for such pipes, it has a round-bowl decorated by incised zigzag bands topped by a band made by rouletting, the rim has a band of protruding close knobs, topped by rouletting groove ring, it has a wide opining of 4 cm diameter, the keel is outlined by incised rouletted lines, the shank is short and plain, it has a thickened wreath with a rouletted line band, decorated by diagonal grooves ends by a ring termination.

Plate 3: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Second pipe, Plate 4
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone ware clay, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 6 cm L, 4 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2280

Description: Fine dark-gray clay tobacco pipe, with a round shaped bowl, decorated by a band of geometric lines forming triangles, some parts of the rim are missing, the opening diameter is about 2.5 cm, decorated by vertical groves, the keel is outlined by two diagonal lines, the shank is short and plain, it ends with a thickened wreath.
Plate 4: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Gray clay tobacco pipes
Third pipe, Plate 5
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone ware clay, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 7 cm L, 4 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2273

Description: Fine dark-gray clay tobacco pipe, it has a round-bowel decorated by circumferential impressed circles and bands of rouletting on the top and the bottom, the keel was outlined by circumferential groves made by roulette with a floral shape in the middle, it has a plain rim, the shank is short and decorated by rouletting bands, with a thickened wreath covered by diagonal lines and its terminations bore vertical grooves.

Plate 5: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Fourth pipe, Plate 6
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone ware clay, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 6 cm L, 3.5 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2277
Description: Fine clay tobacco pipe, with a rounded shaped bowel decorated by grooves of circumferential impressed elaborate rouletting, the rim is long and plain, its opening
diameter is 2.5 cm, the keel is outlined by two wide bands, it has a short shank with conical wreath bore vertical impressions of lozenge grooves lined from two side by rouletted bands, ends by a plain stepped-ring termination.

Plate 6: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Fifth pipe, Plate 7
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone clay ware, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 5 cm L, 4.5 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2281

Description: fine gray clay tobacco pipe, it has a lily shaped bowel decorated by deep impressed lozenges filled with cross patches with a long rim decorated by a tiny increased band, the diameter of the bowl opening is about 2.5 cm, the shank is short and plain with a thickened wreath and a stepped-ring termination.

Plate 7: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Sixth pipe, Plate 8
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired earthenware, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 7 cm L., 4 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2275
Description: Medium fine clay tobacco pipe, it has lily shaped bowl topped by rouletted bands, the rim is separated by a curved ring, the diameter of the rim is about 3.5 cm, the keel outlined by two rouletted lines, with a short plain shank.

Plate 8: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Seventh pipe, Plate 9
Discovery place: Al-Qalzum, 4/6/1914 AD
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone ware clay, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 5.5 cm L., 3.5 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 504/2

Description: Fine gray clay glazed tobacco pipe, it has lily shaped bowl with wide vertical flutes radially diverging from the bottom, the upper part of the bowl boasts elaborate rouletting topped by a band of narrow rifling, with a long plain rim, the diameter of the opening is about 2cm, keels are outlined with roulette rows, the shank is short an plain ends by a thickened plain wreath with rouletting only on the very end and a stepped ring termination.

Plate 9: A dark clay tobacco pipe
(Captured by the researcher)

Eighth pipe, Plate 10
Discovery place: Al-Qalzum, 1914 AD
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired stone ware clay, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 4cm L., 3.5cm H
Museum Inventory number: 504/2
**Description:** fine gray clay tobacco pipe, it has a lily shaped bowel with a sculptured diamond-shaped grid, topped by a protruding band with a long plain rim, the diameter of the opening is about 2cm, the shank is long and plain ends by thickened plain wreath with a stepped-ring termination.

*Plate 10:* A dark clay tobacco pipe (Captured by the researcher)

Reddish-brown clay tobacco pipes:

**Ninth pipe, Plate 11**
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired earthenware, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 5.5 cm L, 3 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2276

**Description:** Medium fine clay tobacco pipe, it has round shaped body almost plain of decoration the diameter of the opening is about 2.5 cm, the rim has a protruding band topped by a band of triangular stamp made by roulette, The keel is plain too, it has a short shank with a thickened plain wreath.

*Plate 11:* A dark clay tobacco pipe (Captured by the researcher)

**Tenth pipe, Plate 12**
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired earthenware, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 4.5 cm L, 5 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2274

**Description:** Medium fine clay tobacco pipe, it has a floral shaped bowl of five protruding petals, the rim is long and plain, the diameter of the bowl opening is about 2.5 cm, with short plain shank and a thickened wreath with a plan termination ring.
Eleventh pipe, Plate 13
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired earthenware, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 6.5 cm L, 4 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2279

**Description:** Medium fine clay tobacco pipe, it has a round shaped bowl taking the shape of a shell with wide vertical flutes radially diverging from the bottom, the keel is outlined by two rouletted lines, the rim is lined and protruding. The diameter of the bowl opening is about 3 cm. the shank is small ends with a thickened wreath decorated by diagonal grooves.

White clay tobacco pipes
Twelfth pipe, Plate 14
Discovery place: Al-Fustat
Date / period: Ottoman period
Materials and techniques: Fired Kaolin clay, formed in a mould
Dimensions: 5 cm L, 3 cm H.
Museum Inventory number: 2282

**Description:** Fine clay kaolin tobacco pipe, it has a lily-shaped bowl decorated by a shell shape of vertical flutes radially diverging from the bottom above it three bands of geometrical shapes and narrow riffling, the rim is long and plain, the diameter of the bowl opening is about 2 cm, the keel is outlined by two rouletted lines, it has an elongated shank.
with an incised band, it ends with a thickened wreath decorated by diagonal groves and lined from the two sides by roulette lines, with a stepped ring termination.

![Plate 14: A dark clay tobacco pipe (Captured by the researcher)](image)

**Discussion**

The collection described above illustrates the different shapes of ottoman tobacco pipes from the collection of Ismailia Museum, they were classified due to the color of pottery into four groups as the following:

- **The first group of pipes** were dark-gray clay pipes, it has two examples of pipes, they were of fine clay either polished or unpolished, decorated by various geometrical shapes and lines mostly rouletted lines, the shank was short and plain, with a thickened wreath decorated by vertical, diagonal groves or plain.

- **The second group of pipes** were gray clay pipes, it comprises six pipes, they were polished and decorated by various types of decorations mainly geometrical of impressed circles and bands of rouletting, lozenges and one of them bore a vegetal ornament of a floral shape, with a short shank, a thickened wreath, and a step-ring termination.

- **The third group of pipes** were reddish-brown clay, it has three pipes, this group stand out for their larger size compared to the previous types, their decoration was very simple, and generally depicted on a large scale of triangles, rouletted lines, and vertical flutes, with a short shank, a thickened wreath, and a step-ring termination.

- **The fourth group of pipes** has a unique pipe of white kaolin clay that was not common in the tobacco pipes, it has very fine and remarkable decorations and sharp lines of vertical flutes, narrow rifling and rouletted line, with a short shank, a thickened wreath, and a step-ring termination.

**Conclusions:**

- The number of pipes in the museum is twelve ottoman tobacco pipes of formed from different types of clay.
- The Muslim tobacco pipes of Ismailia Museum collection are of the "Oriental" kind. That resembled a smoking set, with three connected parts: a clay tube (a head), a long wooden sack, and a mouthpiece.
- The pipes were created in moulds of high-quality clay in white, light grey, brown, beige, and dark grey colours, and were embellished with plunge-in and stamped embellishments.
- The pipes were sometimes coated by glazing or engobing, to add more durability for it.
- the collection of the Ismailia Museum, provide a tiny addition to our understanding of Ottomans everyday life and society. A 'dry' pipe was the smoking device under discussion here. It was most likely manufactured and used in Egypt, turkey, Yemen, and Bilad ash-Cham region. Even yet, this form of smoking equipment was far less popular than the typical hand-held pipe. As a result, it appears that these instruments were very infrequently manufactured by local urban artisans and were popular only throughout the 17th or even 18th centuries.
- As a result, the mentioned smoking implement is a rare example of an Ottoman-period archaeological find that may be linked to a specific ethnic group
- The bowls of the pipes might be hemispheric, elliptic, plane-spherical, or discal in form.
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